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ABSTRACT

Localized wind events in the form o f tornadoes and downbursts are the main cause o f the
large number o f failure incidents of electrical transmission line structures worldwide. In
this study, a numerical model is developed to assess the behaviour of self-supported
transmission lines under various tornado events. The tornado wind fields used are based
on a full three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics analysis that was developed in
an earlier study. A three-dimensional finite element model of an existing self-supported
transmission line belonging to Manitoba Hydro is developed. The tornado velocity wind
fields are then used to predict the forces applied to the modelled transmission line system.
A comprehensive parametric study is performed to assess the effects o f the location of the
tornado relative to the transmission line. This part o f the study is used to identify critical
tornado configurations which can be used when designing transmission line systems.
The study is extended to assess the line’s progressive failure mechanisms under critical
tornado configurations. It predicts the progressive failure mechanism o f the modelled
transmission line as well as the maximum tornado velocity the system can withstand
before experiencing global failure.

This part also predicts the main type of failure

experienced by the line as well as the path o f members susceptible to failure. This could
then be used to retrofit existing transmission lines economically by increasing the
capacity o f the identified members.

KEYW ORDS: transmission tower, transmission line, tornado, wind, high intensity wind,
finite element, self-supported, progressive failure
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

GENERAL

Electricity plays a vital role in shaping modem societies. Using transmission towers as a
mean o f transporting power is relatively cheap, especially for rural areas.

Many

transmission towers are built in rugged terrain and are, therefore, exposed to harsh
environmental loads. Transmission towers belong to a special type o f structures mainly
due to their slenderness, unique shapes and their response to loads which differs from the
response o f typical buildings.
supported and guyed towers.

The two main types o f transmission-towers are selfFigure 1-1 shows schematics o f the two typical

transmission towers types. The tower shown in Figure 1-1: (a) is self-supported by four
legs that are pin connected to the ground; while the tower in Figure 1-1: (b) is guyed by
four guy wires that are pin connected to the ground. A typical transmission line consists
of: substations, towers, conductors, ground wires and, in the case o f guyed tower
structures, guy wires. Self-supported towers are more commonly used and are therefore
considered the typical form o f transmission towers (White 1993). Under lateral loads,
self-supported towers behave like cantilevers that carry the applied loads directly to the
ground through the various members. Conductors are attached to the towers via insulator
strings. Ground wires are typically attached directly to the highest points o f the towers in
order to provide protection against lightning strikes.
focus o f the current study.

Self-supported towers form the

a

b

Figure 1-1: Transmission towers types (a) Self-supported tower (b) Guyed tower

1.2

BACKGROUND

Localized wind storms in the form o f microbursts, downbursts and tornadoes are defined
as High Intensity Wind (HIW) events. A large number of failures occurred worldwide
for electrical transmission line structures under this type of localized wind events. Hawes
and Dempsey (1993) reported that more than 80% o f weather related failures of
transmission lines occurred as a result o f HIW events. Despite this fact, the design codes
do not consider this type o f events, and are based on large scale events such as hurricanes
and cyclones, which are usually referred to as normal wind (NW) events. Tornados and
downbursts originate from thunderstorms and constitute 10% o f all thunderstorm events
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(International Council on Large Electric Systems (Cigré) 2004). Tornadoes are the main
focus o f the current study and a brief description for their formation is presented herein.
A thunderstorm consists o f a column o f updraft, or rising air, and a column o f downdraft,
or descending air. Updrafts occur by rising warm moist air and support the formation of
tornadoes, while downdrafts occur by descending rain-cooled air and support the
formation o f downbursts, as shown in Figure 1-2 (McCarthy and Melsness 1996).

Figure 1-2: Schematic diagram o f a supercell thunderstorm
A tornado is “a violently rotating column of air, in contact with the surface, pendant from
a cumuliform cloud, and often visible as a funnel cloud” (American Meterorological
Society 2000). The most commonly used scale for categorizing tornadoes based on their
damage is known as the Fujita (F-scale), however, a modified version o f the scale, the
Enhanced Fujita scale (EF-scale) replaced the original F-scale in the United States in
2007 (Fujita and Pearson 1973). Both scales have six categories, ranging from 0 to 5
representing increasing degree o f damage. The categories are referred to as F0 to F5 on
Fujita scale and EF0 to EF5 on Enhanced Fujita scale. The scales take into account the
various characteristics o f a tornado, such as its length, width, wind speed and the damage
it causes. The newer EF-scale includes refined damage descriptions and reduced wind
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speeds. The intensity o f a tornado cannot be measured by traditional weather stations due
to the localized nature of such events. The most widely used techniques include the use
o f Doppler radars, video analysis o f flying objects, damage investigations and studying
the ground swirl patterns (McCarthy and Melsness 1996).
Ishac and White (1995) reported that Southwestern Ontario experiences the highest rate
o f tornado incidences o f all o f Canada with a probability of one to two tornadoes per
10,000 km2 annually, which is equivalent to one-third o f all tornado activity in Canada.
They also reported that 92% o f the reported tornadoes in Ontario are categorized as F2 or
less on Fujita scale. The wind field associated with a localized high intensity wind event
differs from that associated with a large scale event.

Large scale events, which are also

known as synoptic scale events, have horizontal lengths ranging from 20 km to 200 km
(International Council on Large Electric Systems (Cigre) 2009). Such events engulf a
massive reference area with conventional boundary layer wind conditions. These wind
conditions are characterized by a monotonic increase in velocity with height. On the
other hand, a tornado is characterized by its high intensity wind and relatively narrow
path. In addition, the set of wind loads acting on a transmission line during a HIW event
is not only dependent on the wind speed, but also its location relative to the centre o f the
tower.

The wind profile associated with a tornado event comprises o f three wind

components including a significant vertical component. The maximum wind velocity in
a tornado event occurs near the ground; unlike the case with conventional boundary layer
wind. Tornado events are extremely difficult to anticipate due to their localized nature
and unpredictable travel paths.

Most tornado events are short-lived phenomena that
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usually last a few minutes, however, in 1925, the Great Tri-State Tornado was in contact
with the ground for over three hours (National Weather Service 2010).
A few attempts have been made in the literature to provide full scale data for tornado
wind fields.

The attempts are based on either full scale field measurements of real

tornadoes or on laboratory simulations. A lead laboratory simulation was carried out by
Ward (1972). This research led to the development o f the Ward-type and The Vortex
Chambers (TVC) simulators. The TVC gives better tornado simulation; however, it is
sensitive to the applied boundary conditions. Another recent attempt for providing M l
scale field measurements was carried out by Wurman (1998) by using Doppler radars.
These field measurements where then introduced by Lee and Wurman (2005) for an F4
tornado that occurred in 1999.

The major drawback o f field measurements is that

Doppler radars provide measurements which are not very accurate for the near-ground
region o f the tornado, where the wind is usually highly unstable.

The most recent

approach for simulating tornado wind fields is done through the use o f Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis. Tornado modelling using this approach provides an
accurate simulation o f the near-ground region o f tornadoes.

This eliminates the

limitation associated with the use o f field measurement techniques such as Doppler
radars. A lead CFD study was carried out by Hangan and Kim (2008) which focused on
understanding the effect different swirl ratios have on tornado vortices. The CFD results
i

were then validated by comparing them to earlier experimental data conducted by Baker
(1981) using the Ward-type vortex chamber. The study then focused on determining
swirl ratios that would yield simulated F2 and F4 tornado velocity profiles.

6
The tornado model used in this study is based on the original 3-D CFD model conducted
by Hangan and Kim (2008) using the commercial program FLUENT (2005).

A

schematic diagram o f the computational domain used is shown in Figure 1-3 where r0 and
ho are the radius and height of the computational domain, respectively.

Figure 1-3: Computational domain for the 3-D tornado simulations
Hangan and Kim’s (2008) study focused on understanding the effect different swirl ratios
have on tornado vortices in the relation of Fujita scale. The swirl ratio is the ratio o f the
tangential velocity to the radial velocity of the CFD model. The results of the CFD
simulation (with a swirl ratio o f 0.28) were then validated by comparing them to the
experiment Baker (1981) conducted using Ward-type vortex chamber using the same
swirl ratio o f 0.28. Hangan and Kim (2008) then extended the study to include swirl ratio
values up to 2. The flow associated with the conducted simulations evolved from the
formulation o f a laminar vortex at low swirl ratio to turbulent vortex, and finally to vortex
touchdown at higher swirl ratios.

The results associated with the high swirl ratio

simulations were then matched with full scale data from the Spencer F4 tornado, in South
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Dakota in 1998 (Sarkar, et al. 2005). They performed an extensive study to determine a
swirl ratio that would yield a simulated F4 tornado velocity profile and length scales that
matched the available F4 tornado field measurements. This procedure, however, could
not be followed to obtain a numerical model for F2 tornado as there are no field data
measurements available in literature for F2 tornadoes. Hamada, et al. (2009) provided an
estimated F2 tornado velocity profile based on the original CFD data provided by Hangan
and Kim (2008).
It should be noted that the CFD simulations were conducted assuming a steady state
condition and that the resulting wind velocity fields are constant with time. The velocity
field obtained, Vm(r, 0, z), consists of three velocity components: radial component Vmr
(r, 0, z), tangential component Vmt (r, 0, z) and axial component Vma (r, 0, z).

An

averaging data is conducted along the circumference o f the F4 velocity field, eliminating
the variation o f the velocity with 0 and resulting in an axisymmetric set o f F4 velocity
data, Vm (r, z).

Both the three-dimensional and the axisymmetric sets o f data of F4

tornado are used in the study along with the three-dimensional set of data of the F2
tornado. More details about the CFD simulation used can be found at Hangan and Kim
(2008).
The majority o f the work conducted in the literature focuses on the structural behaviour
o f transmission towers under large scale wind events. Despite the fact that the majority
o f transmission line failures are attributed to HIW events, very few attempts have been
made to investigate their behaviour under such events. A study conducted by Savory, et
al. (2001) was aimed to study the dynamic response o f self-supported transmission
towers under tornado and downburst loads. The tornado wind field used was developed
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by Wen (1975) for an F3 tornado. The wind field data used did not include the vertical
wind component or the turbulence component associated with the tornado loading. The
members o f the tower were modelled using 3-D truss elements. Langlois (2007) studied
the behaviour o f four self-supported transmission towers when subjected to several
simplified tornado load cases. All loading cases consist o f applying a uniform wind
pressure on the towers while neglecting both the tornado’s vertical velocity component as
well as the tornado’s wind forces on the conductors. The simplified tornado loading
cases used are based on those recommended by: ASCE (1991), ASCE (2005), Behncke,
et al. (1994), Ishac and white (1995). Another study by Ahmad, et al. (2009) examined
the response of a self-supported transmission tower to tornado loading.

The tornado

model employed in the study was similar to the tornado model developed by Wen (1975).
Another study was conducted by Shehata, et al. (2005) to investigate the behaviour of
transmission lines under downburst loading. This was done by performing an extensive
parametric study on the developed transmission line model to determine the governing
downburst cases. This was further developed to include a progressive failure model to be
used in the assessment of the transmission line failure that took place in 1996, in
Manitoba (Shehata and El Damatty 2008). Shehata, et al. (2008) developed an
optimization routine that is capable of predicting the critical downburst parameters as
well as the members’ corresponding internal forces. A study conducted by Hamada, et
al. (2009) was a continuation o f the previous study conducted by Shehata, et al. (2007).
The study focused on finite element modelling o f guyed transmission lines under tornado
wind loading. The F4 and F2 tornado wind fields used were developed by Hangan and
Kim (2008).

Three-dimensional nonlinear finite element model was developed to
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simulate a Manitoba Hydro guyed transmission line.

Two-nodded nonlinear three-

dimensional frame element was used to model the tower members.

The study was

extended to include the dynamic behaviour of the transmission lines under tornado wind
loading.

Another recent study that focused on the characteristics and design of

downburst loaded transmission lines had been conducted by Darwish, et al. (2010). This
study was a continuation o f the previous study conducted by Shehata, et al. (2008). The
nonlinear finite element model developed by shehata, et al. (2005) was modified to study
the dynamic behaviour o f the transmission lines under turbulent downburst loading. The
turbulence component o f the downburst loading was extracted from full scale field data
and added to the downburst wind field profile developed by Kim and Hangan (2007).
The resonant component due to turbulence was found to be negligible due to the large
aerodynamic damping which is proportional to the wind velocity and inversely
proportional to the mass of the conductors.

1.3

STUDY OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this study are to:
Develop a numerical model to predict the behaviour o f self-supported
transmission lines when subjected to tornadoes.
Assess the effect o f varying the tornado intensity and location relative to the
tower on the structural performance of the tower.
Predict the failure mechanism o f self-supported transmission towers.
Predict the maximum wind velocity that the self-supported transmission lines
can withstand before experiencing global failure.
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1.4

SCOPE OF THESIS

This thesis has been prepared in “Integrated-Article” format. In the present chapter, a
review o f the studies related to transmission line structures and tornadoes is provided.
The objectives o f the study are then provided. The following two chapters address the
thesis objectives.

Chapter 4 presents relevant conclusions of the study together with

suggestions for further research work.

1.4.1

Behaviour of Transmission Line Structures under Tornado Loading

The objective o f chapter 2 is to develop a numerical model that can be used to predict the
structural behaviour o f transmission line structures under F2 and F4 tornado loading. The
chapter starts by describing the tornado model used, which is based oil the CFD model
developed by Hangan and Kim (2008). A procedure is then outlined for converting the
tornado wind fields to nodal forces which can then be applied to the various components
o f the transmission line system. A self-supported tower type A501 which belongs to
Manitoba Hydro is considered as the case study. A three-dimensional nonlinear finite
element model is developed. The tornado forces are then incorporated into the finite
element model. An extensive parametric study is conducted to study the behaviour o f the
transmission line under various tornadoes. This is done by examining the effects that the
tornado location has on the various tower’s members. The results o f this analysis are
then compared to:
1-

Members’ tensile and compressive capacities, calculated using the procedure
described in ASCE No. 10-97 guideline (2000)

2-

Members’ tensile and compressive axial forces based on the initial design of the
tower, using the procedure described in CSA specifications C22.3 N o.l (1976).
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3-

Members’ tensile and compressive axial forces when subjected to simplified F2
tornado loading recommended by the International Council on Large Electric
Systems (Cigre) (2009)

Finally, the behaviour o f the tower under the critical loading cases is analyzed.

1.4.2

Progressive Failure of Transmission Line Structures under Tornado Loading

In chapter 3, the numerical model developed in chapter 2 for the case study is modified to
predict the progressive failure o f transmission lines under tornado loading. The same
Manitoba Hydro transmission line is used in this study.

First, a description o f the

modified model is provided. A nonlinear progressive failure analysis is then conducted
for each critical case identified in the previous chapter. Each analysis is conducted by
carrying out numerical iterations during which various members progressively fail until
global failure is reached and the tower of interest collapses. The results of each case are
then used to predict the failure mechanism of the tower’s various members as well as the
wind distribution and velocity associated with global failure.
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CHAPTER 2

FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING OF SELF-SUPPORTED TRANSMISSION
LINES UNDER TORNADO LOADING1

2.1

INTRODUCTION

The disruption o f electrical power due to the failure o f a transmission line can cause
overwhelming social, economic and financial losses to the affected area. Downbursts and
tornadoes are localized wind storms that are referred to as High Intensity Wind (HIW)
events. The direct costs o f full restoration of an electric power system once it has been
damaged by a HIW event could reach up to $10 million dollars as was-the case after the
1996 event in Manitoba (McCarthy and Melsness 1996). A recent event took place on
July, 2011 near Sarnia, Ontario where an F2 tornado damaged five self-supported
transmission towers belonging to Hydro One utility company. The cost associated with
replacing the towers and restoring power was estimated to reach $5 million dollars (Pope

2011).
Transmission line structures are typically designed for large scale wind events despite the
fact that more than 80% o f all weather-related failures are due to high intensity wind
events (Dempsey and White 1996). The velocity profiles associated with localized HIW
events, such as tornado and downburst events are different than the boundary layer
profile observed in large scale events.

Also, tornadoes include a significant vertical

velocity component in addition to the horizontal velocity components.
1 A version o f this chapter is being prepared for publication in the Journal o f Wind and
Structures.
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These reasons have been the driving force behind the recent increase in efforts to
develop a sustainable design process for transmission lines that incorporates the effects of
HIW events.
A tornado is defined as “a violently rotating column o f air in contact with the surface and
often visible as a funnel cloud” (American Meterorological Society 2000). The localized
nature o f such events adds to the challenges associated with performing structural
analysis o f transmission line systems. The diameter o f tornadoes rarely exceeds 1000m,
which, depending on the location o f the event relative to the transmission line, might lead
to a significant unbalanced load to be applied to a section o f the line (Fujita 1981).
Another challenge arises from the fact that tornadoes are short-lived events and,
therefore, reliable field measurements are difficult to obtain (Hangan and Kim 2008).
Recent field measurements using Doppler radars were introduced by Sarkar, et al. (2005)
and Lee and Wurman (2005) for two F4 tornadoes.

Both laboratory and numerical

simulations have been used to model tornadoes in order to overcome the limitations
associated with obtaining full-scale data. A recent numerical simulation was performed
by Hangan and Kim (2008) using the commercial program FLUENT (Fluent Inc. 2005).
Few attempts have been made in the literature to investigate the structural behaviour of
transmission line structure under the effect of tornado events. A study of the failure of a
self-supported transmission tower under HIW was conducted by Savory, et al (2001).
The tornado wind field used did not include the vertical wind component associated with
the tornado event. Another study conducted by Langlois (2007) focused on assessing the
difference between various simplified tornado loading cases developed by ASCE (1991),
ASCE (2005), Behncke, et al. (1994), Ishac and white (1995). The considered simplified
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loading conditions assume constant wind pressure acting on the transmission tower, while
neglecting the wind pressure on the conductors as well as the vertical component o f the
wind pressure associated with real tornadoes. Another study by Ahmad, et al. (2009)
examined the response o f a self-supported transmission tower to tornado loading. The
tornado model employed in the study was similar to the tornado model developed by
Wen (1975). A more recent study was conducted by Hamada, et al. (2009). This study is
part of a more comprehensive research project conducted at the University o f Western
Ontario, which was initiated by Shehata, et al. (2005). The project aims at assessing the
behaviour o f transmission line structures under downburst and tornado loadings. In the
study conducted by Hamada, et al. (2009), a numerical model was developed to study the
structural behaviour o f guyed transmission lines under tornado loading.

The tornado

wind fields used are based on the numerical simulations conducted by Hangan and Kim
(2008).
The current study focuses on self-supported transmission lines. Numerical models are
developed to investigate the structural behaviour of one electrical transmission line under
tornado loading. The models involve simulations o f entire segments o f the transmission
lines including the conductors and ground wires. The developed models are then used to
conduct an extensive parametric study to assess the behaviour of self-supported
transmission towers under tornadoes. The parametric study is conducted by varying the
location o f the tornado event relative to the transmission line. For each tornado location,
a set of three-dimensional nonlinear finite element analysis is performed. The maximum
tensile and compressive axial forces associated with the towers’ members are reported.
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The results obtained are then used to identify critical tornado locations which can
eventually be used in the development of equivalent critical tornado load cases.

2.2

TORNADO COMUPTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMIC (CFD) MODEL

The tornado wind fields used in the current study are based on a 3-D Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) simulation conducted by Hangan and Kim (2008) using the commercial
program FLUENT (2005). The simulation was conducted at a steady-state with no time
variation. The velocity field profile is a function o f the cylindrical coordinate system (r,
0, z). In addition, the velocity field data is averaged along the circumference, eliminating
the variation o f the velocity with 0 and resulting in an axi symmetric velocity field as a
function o f (r, z).

2.3

F4 TORNADO CFD

The tornado wind field used by Hangan and Kim (2008) to calibrate their numerical
results was based on the full scale data provided by Sarkar, et al. (2005). The CFD
parameters were varied by Hangan and Kim (2008) in order to obtain a good match
between the numerical results and the field measurements available.

The results

indicated that the numerical data with a swirl ratio S = 2 provided a good simulation for
the F4 tornado. Moreover, it was found that the CFD data have to be magnified using the
following scales: velocity scale ratio Vs = 13; and length scale ratio Ls = 4000. These
factors allow for the maximum velocity of the CFD model to match the maximum
velocity defined by the Fujita scale for an F4 tornado.

Figure 2-1 demonstrates the

vertical profile o f the three velocity components associated with the F4 tornado wind
field at a radial distance “r” o f 158 m away from the centre o f the tornado. This radial
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distance is associated with the location o f the tornado’s maximum tangential velocity
component, as indicated in Table 2-1.
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Figure 2-1: Velocity profile of F4 tornado at r=l58 m
The magnitude and location of the maximum velocity components for the F4 wind field
reported by Hamada, et al. (2009) can be seen in Table 2-1. The negative velocity values
indicate that the velocities are acting towards the centre of the tornado. Two important
conclusions can be made after examining the tabulated data. The value of the tangential
component is significantly larger than the values of the other two components and the
peak velocity components for the tornado wind field occur at three different height levels
relative to the ground (Hamada 2009).
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Table 2-1: Maximum velocity components and their corresponding locations for F4
tornado wind field
Tornado

F4

Direction

Velocity (m/sec)

r(m )

z (m)

Tangential

142

158

28

Radial
Axial

-79
62

273
246

7
158

Figure 2-2 shows a plot of the vertical profiles of the tangential velocity component
associated with the F4 wind field at different radial distances from the centre of the
tornado, “r”. The plot indicates that the tornado’s tangential wind profile is different than
the boundary layer’s wind profile for radial distances less than 300 m and becomes
similar to the boundary layer profile for radial distance larger than 300 m (Hamada
2009).
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Figure 2-2: Vertical profile of tangential velocity component of F4 tornado for various
radial distances
An assessment of the difference between the axisymmetric and the 3-D CFD data was
carried out by Hamada, et al. (2009). This was done by plotting the 3-D CFD velocity
variations along the tornado’s circumference for selected values of radial distance r, and
height z and comparing them to the axisymmetric values at the same values of r and z.
The difference between the axisymmetric and the 3-D CFD data was shown to be small
and insignificant.
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2.4

F2 TORNADO CFD

The procedure followed to obtain the F4 tornado wind field could not be used to obtain
F2 tornado wind field. The procedure described above depends on the availability of
tornado field measurements.

The needed F2 tornado field measurements were not

available at the time Hangan and Kim’s (2008) study was carried out. To the best of the
author’s knowledge, the required field measurements are still not available at the time
this study is conducted. A procedure based on scaling down the available F4 wind field
data was employed to estimate a wind field for F2 tornadoes (Hamada 2009). The results
indicated that the numerical data with a swirl ratio S = 1 provided a good simulation for
the F2 tornado. The CFD data had to be magnified using the same magnification scales
used for the F4 wind field. The magnification scales used were: velocity scale ratio Vs =
13; and length scale ratio Ls = 4000. The maximum tangential velocity for the F2
tornado is estimated to be 86 m/sec. Figure 2-3 demonstrates the vertical profile of the
three velocity components associated with the F2 tornado wind field at a radial distance
“r” of 96 m away from the centre of the tornado. This radial distance is associated with
the location of the tornado’s maximum tangential velocity component, as indicated in
Table 2-2. More details on the employed scaling procedure can be found in Hamada, et
al. (2009).
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Figure 2-3: Velocity profile of F2 tornado at r=96 m
The magnitude and location of the maximum velocity components for the F2 wind field
provided by Hamada, et al. (2009) are shown in Table 2-2.

The two important

conclusions that are made after examining the F4 data in Table 2-1 can be extended to
include the F2 data provided in Table 2-2.

The value of the tangential velocity

component is significantly larger than the values of the other two velocity components.
Also, each peak velocity component occurs at a height level different than the height
levels associated with the other two peak components (Hamada 2009).
Table 2-2: Maximum velocity components and their corresponding locations for F2
tornado wind field
Tornado

F2

Direction

Velocity (m/sec)

r(m )

z(m )

Tangential

78

96

19

Radial

-49

146

6

Axial

37

171

127
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2.5

EVALUATION OF TORNADO VELOCITY COM PONENTS ACTING ON

T O W E R ’S NODES

Figure 2-4 shows a plan view of a horizontal cross section of a transmission tower having
an arbitrary number of nodes at that elevation. The following procedure is employed to
evaluate the three tornado velocity components at the arbitrary point “a” shown:
1.

The centre of the transmission tower is taken to be the origin (point O) of the
global Cartesian set of axes used in the analysis. The location of the centre of
the tornado relative to the origin is defined by the polar coordinates R and 0.
Knowing the coordinates of point “a” and assuming the location of the tornado,
the polar coordinates of point “a” relative to the centre of the tornado, Rfa and 0fa
are evaluated. The subscript “f ’ stands for full-scale while the subscript “a” is
the node at which the velocities are evaluated.

2.

The model coordinates, Rma and Zma, can then be evaluated using the CFD
length scale L s = 4000.
Rfa
~

ma

4000
Z fa

4000

(2-1)

(2-2)

Where Zfa is the full-scale vertical coordinate of point “a”. It is worth
mentioning that the model coordinate 0ma is equal to the full-scale coordinate 0fa.
3.

Knowing Rma , 0ma and Zma, the 3-D CFD can then be used to obtain the three
model velocity components: axial velocity Vama, radial velocity Vnna, and
tangential velocity Vtma. In the case that the values Rma , 0ma and Zma do not
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coincide with any of the data points of the CFD; the nearest neighbour
interpolation method (Vaida 1989) is used to obtain the velocity components.
4.

The full-scale velocity components can then be evaluated using the CFD
v e lo c it y s c a le V s = 13.

5.

^AXa

~ ~

Vama X

1

3

(2 -3 )

V r D cl

~ ~

V

r m

a

X

1

3

(2 -4 )

^TNa “

V

t m

a

X

1

3

(2 -5 )

The procedure is then repeated for the rest of the nodes at the same elevation as
point “a”.

The evaluation of the velocity components for the axisymmetric data follows a similar
approach. However, it differs from the procedure described above in that there is no
variation in 0 and that 2-D linear interpolation is conducted in the case that the values Rma
and Zma do not coincide with any of the data points of the CFD.
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2.6

DESCRIPTIO N OF THE TRANSMISSION LINE SYSTEM

The tower selected for the study is a Manitoba Hydro tower type A-501. The tower’s
geometry is shown in Figure 2-5. The tower is divided into six zones. The overall height
is 47.5 m. The cross-arms are located at a height of 35.1 m and have a width of 13.4 m.
Conductors are connected to the tower at three locations. Each of the outer left and outer
right conductors is attached to a single insulator 4.9 m long at a height of 30.3 m, which
is allowed to swing in two perpendicular planes. The middle conductor is attached to the
towers using two insulators each 5.9 m long at a height of 40 m. This tower type
supports nine conductors that hang between every two consecutive towers with a span of
420 m. The nine conductors are divided into three groups each consisting of three
conductors in the form of an inverted triangle. Two ground wires are attached to the top
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of the towers for protection against lightning. Table 2-3 summarizes the material and
geometric properties of the conductors and ground wires used.
Table 2-3: Cables' material and geometric properties
Parameter
Cable

Code Name

Span
m

Diameter
mm

Unit
Weight
N/m

Mid-Span
Sag
m

Pretension
force
N

Conductor

Pheasant

420

30.4

23.8

14.4

36890

Ground
Wire

7 Wire
Steel

420

9.7

5.7

10.7

11789
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zone 6: 8.9m

:l

zone 5: 6.7m

zone 4: 5.2m

zone 3: 7.9m

zone 2: 9.8m

zone 1: 9.0m

Figure 2-5: Geometry of the modelled tower type A-501
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2.7

FIN ITE ELEM ENT M O DELLING OF THE TRANSMISSION

The transmission line is modelled using the finite element program SAP2000 (Computer
and Structures Inc. 2008). The global coordinate system of the models is defined as
follows: the X-axis is in the direction perpendicular to the transmission line, the Y-axis is
in the direction parallel to the transmission line and the Z-axis is the vertical direction
with the origin located at the centre of the tower of interest. Details of the various
components of the transmission line are detailed below.
2.7.1

Tower Modelling

Each tower member is modelled using a single three-dimensional nonlinear frame
element taking its own weight into account.

Each element has two nodes with six

degrees of freedom per node. The tower members are assumed to be rigidly connected
which mimics the behaviour of the multi-bolted connections used between the various
members in the real tower. It is worth mentioning that another model is developed
having the diagonal members simply connected to the chord members as is the case for
some members in some transmission towers. This model is used to assess the variation of
the resultant forces resulting from the two modelled connection types.
2.7.2

C onductors and G round W ire Modelling

A three-dimensional nonlinear cable element is used to model the conductors and the
ground wires. Each cable is divided into thirty cable elements. Each cable element has
two nodes with three translational degrees of freedom per node. The cable element
simulates the nonlinear behaviour of the slender cables under the combined effects of
self-weight, pretension forces and tornado wind loading. Geometric nonlinearities are
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considered in the model by including the P-delta effect in the analysis. The cables’
stiffness matrix is calculated by taking into account the tension stiffening of the cables
resulting from the target pretension forces. The tension stiffening is obtained by iterating
the target load case nonlinearly until the pretension force of each cable is achieved.
2.7.3

Insulator Strings Modelling

Each insulator string is modelled using a single three-dimensional truss element. Each
element has two nodes with six degrees of freedom per node. Two internal hinges are
assumed between the insulators and the tower cross-arms and between the insulators and
the conductors. This mimics the behaviour of the real tower by allowing the insulator
strings and the conductors to rotate independently from each other.
2.8

—

EVALUATION OF FO RCES ON THE TRANSMISSION LINE

The steps followed to evaluate the wind forces of the transmission line due to a tornado
configuration are discussed below.

This procedure has been automated through the

development of a code using the programming language Fortran. The original code was
developed by Shehata, et al. (2005) to calculate the forces due to downburst loadings on
guyed transmission towers. It was modified by Hamada, et al. (2009) to calculate the
wind forces due to tornado loadings. In this study, the code has been further modified
and validated to calculate the wind forces due to tornado loadings on self-supported
transmission towers. This includes modifying the number of the tower’s cross-arms,
removal of the tower’s guyed cables, modifying the number and locations of the
conductors and ground wires as well as validating the results for select members to
confirm the code’s accuracy.
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The tower’s geometry, the tornado’s relative location with respect to the tower, and the
CFD wind field are the input data provided to the program.

The nodal forces

corresponding to the tower’s joints are then calculated and saved. The forces are then
provided as input to the SAP2000 (Computer and Structures Inc. 2008) model. The
tornado’s relative location is then modified and the process is repeated.
2.8.1

Forces Due to Horizontal Loading

The wind force acting on any nodal point on the tower in the direction “i” is calculated
using the equation provided in the ASCE No. 74 guideline (2010).
Ft = Y w Q K zK ztW G C n A i

(2 - 6)

Where “i” is the desired direction; F, is the wind force in “i” direction (N); yw is a load
factor; Q is a numerical constant; Kz is the velocity pressure exposure coefficient; Kzt is a
topographic factor; Vi is the tornado velocity component in direction “i” (m/sec); G is the
gust response factor; Cf, is the drag force coefficient in direction “i”; and Aj is the
projected area of all the elements connected to the considered node and perpendicular to
the direction “i”.
The “i” is one of the two directions: X-, and Y- axes. The value of Q is taken to equal
0.5pa where pa is equal to 1.226 kg/m3. The values of G and Kz are equal to unity for
tornado forces as recommended by the ASCE No. 74 guidelines (2010). No topographic
variation is assumed in the current study and therefore the value of K* is taken to equal
unity.

Both the tangential

V tn

and the radial

V rd

wind velocity components are

evaluated for all the nodes at a certain height Z. For each node, the velocity components
V tn

and the

V rd

are resolved into Vx and Vy acting along the Cartesian coordinate

system previously defined. The values of Cf, for the tower are based on the solidity ratio
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approach as described in the ASCE No.74 guidelines (2010). Solidity ratio is the ratio of
the total area of the members in the windward face of the tower to the area of the outline
of the windward face of the tower. The factor Cf, for the conductors and the ground wires
is assigned a constant value of 1 as recommended by the ASCE No. 74 guidelines (2010).
The projected area served by each node, Aj, is calculated.

Finally, the force, Fj is

calculated for all nodes at each height using the equation above. The forces are then
distributed between the windward and the leeward faces of the tower using the shielding
factors recommended by NRCC (1990).
2.8.2

Forces Due to Vertical Loading

A similar procedure to the one described is section 2.8.1 is used in calculating the vertical
loading on the transmission tower. The total vertical force applied is calculated for all
nodes at a given height Z. Depending on the direction of the vertical velocity component,
the face subjected to wind is considered the windward face, while the face on the next
height in the direction of the wind is considered the leeward face. Assuming a downward
velocity vector, the calculations start by evaluating the vertical force acting on the top of
the tower. This force is then distributed between this face and the following face using
the shielding factor recommended by NRCC (1990). The previous leeward face is then
considered a windward face, and the vertical force acting on it is then evaluated. This
force is then distributed between this face and the following face. After that, the two
vertical forces applied on the second face are summed; the first force is due to the face
being a leeward face while the second force is due to it being a windward face. This total
vertical force is then distributed between all the nodes at that height according to the
projected area served by each node. The vertical force is calculated using the same
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equation provided in section 2.8.1 with the following modifications: The “i” subscript is
along the Z-axis; V¡ is the tornado velocity component in the axial direction.
2.9

CIG RE SIM PLIFIED TORNADO LOADING

Part of this study focuses on the behaviour of the transmission line when subjected to the
simplified F2 tornado loading recommended by the International Council on Large
Electric Systems (Cigre) (2009).

This simplified tornado loading is similar to the

provisions recommended by various codes and guidelines for the design of HIW
(American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) 2010). The values of the analysis are then
compared with the values obtained from the three-dimensional F2 tomado wind field.
The two recommended loading conditions are:
1.

F2 tomado: uniform horizontal velocity applied on the tower only from any
direction. Cigre recommends neglecting the tornado effect on the conductors
due to the tornado’s relatively narrow width and the complexity of the force
mechanism applied on the conductors. The self-weight of the members and the
conductors is included.

2.

Failure containment: Cigre recommends that transmission towers be designed to
withstand the extra longitudinal loads resulting from damaged conductors in a
tornado event. In this load case, the tower is subjected to 25% of the force
described in step 1.

In addition to this load, the tower is subjected to

longitudinal force equal to 70% of the every-day pretension force of the
damaged conductor. For this load case, it is assumed that the worst case of
either any two phases, or any phase and any ground wire can become damaged.
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This transmission line supports three phases, with each phase consisting of three
bundled conductors.
The maximum wind velocity for the simplified F2 tornado is taken to equal 60 m/sec.
Equation (2-6) is used to calculate the tower's nodal forces.
The values of the factors described in section 2.8.1, except for the value of V), are used to
allow comparison of the results. More details on Cigre’s simplified F2 tornado loading
case can be found in Overhead Line Design Guidelines for Mittigation of Sevre Wind
Storm Damage (2009).
2.10

STEPS OF ANALYSIS

The steps followed to evaluate the response of the tower due to a specific tornado
configuration are discussed below:
1.

The transmission line is modelled as described above. The model consists of
five transmission towers and six conductors’ spans with hinged supports at the
edges of the modelled conductors. This configuration was recommended by
Shehata, et al. (2005) in order to accurately transfer the cable forces to the tower
of interest.

The middle tower is considered as the tower of interest.

The

conductors and ground wires span the six bays as seen in Figure 2-6.
2.

The required tornado data, either F2 or F4, is retrieved and stored.

3.

The centre of the tornado relative to the centre of the tower of interest is
assumed in the polar coordinate system using the parameters R and 0 as shown
in Figure 2-7.
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4.

The axial, radial and tangential velocity components at the nodal points of the
tower of interest, conductors and ground wires are evaluated as described in
section 2.5.

5.

The horizontal and the vertical forces acting on the nodal points are then
evaluated using the procedure described above.

6.

A set of nonlinear analysis is carried out to determine the internal forces that
develop in various members of the tower due to the considered tornado loading,
taking into account the self-weight of the cables and the steel elements.

Tower o f interest
hinge

f

conductors and ground w ires

conductors and ground w ires
—

--------------------- -

--------------------------------------- J

—

----------------------*
------------ -------------

------------ -----------

^

hinge

— ---------------------- = 2 — ------------------------------- —------------------ ----------------------

Jl

- Z Z Z .

^

Figure 2-6: Geometry of the modelled transmission line
2.11

CASE STUDY

The parametric study is conducted by varying the location of the tornado relative to the
tower. A nonlinear finite element analysis is carried out on the transmission line for each
tornado location. The analyses are conducted in a quasi-static state despite the dynamic
variation of the convective velocity of the tornadoes. This is possible since the used
tornado velocity fields are based on field measurements. The field measurements include
two types of velocities. The first velocity type consists of the tornado’s internal wind
velocities while the second velocity type consists of the tornado’s translational velocity.
Also, Hamada, et al. (2009) has shown that the dynamic effect of tornado loading on
transmission lines is not significant. This is due to the difference between the natural
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period of transmission lines and the natural period of the tornado loading as well as the
relatively high aerodynamic damping of the cables.
The parametric study consists of two parts. The first part consists of 121 cases for each
tornado wind field. It is conducted using the 3-D F2, 3-D F4 and the axisymmetric F4
tornado wind fields. In each case, the location of the tornado is determined by the
parameters R and 0, shown in Figure 2-7. The parameter R varies from 0 m to 500 m
with a step of 50 m. The parameter 0 is varied from 0° to 330° with a step of 30°. The
maximum and the minimum axial forces are then obtained for all tower members. The
r

members’ forces obtained from the analyses are then compared to the members’ capacity,
the maximum internal forces due to normal boundary layer wind, and the internal forces
due to the equivalent 2-D tornado loading suggested in the International Council on
Large Electric Systems loading document (2009).

Figure 2-7: Schematic diagram of the conducted parametric study
The second part of the analysis is conducted using the transmission line model having
simply connected diagonal members, as mentioned in section 2.7.1.

This part is
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conducted to assess the variation of the members’ internal forces between the two
possible configurations. This analysis is conducted using the axisymmetric F4 tornado
wind field. The parameters R and 0 are varied using the same range used in the first part
of the study.
2.12

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS

The results of the nonlinear parametric study are presented for the twenty selected
members shown in Figure 2-5. The members are classified according to their types:
chord, or diagonal members. The diagonal members are located on one of two planes: a
plane perpendicular to the transmission line, which is referred to as diagonal (1); a plane
parallel to the transmission line, which is referred to as diagonal (2). Three members,
consisting of a chord and two diagonal members, are selected for each zone. Two
additional chord members are selected for the conductor cross-arm area which is located
in zone 5. The peak internal forces, as well as the tornado locations associated with the
peak forces, are listed below for each of the selected members. The tables also include
the members’ tensile and compressive capacities. The capacities of the members are
based on the procedure described in ASCE No. 10-97 guideline (2000). The results of
the parametric study are also used to determine the tower members that fail under the F2
tornado wind field by comparing the peak tensile as well as the peak compression axial
forces of all the members in the tower of interest to their corresponding tensile and
compression capacities.
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2.12.1 Transm ission Tower under F4 Tornado W ind Fields

The results of the parametric study conducted under the axisymmetric 2-D, as well as the
3-D F4 tornado wind fields are listed in Table 2-4 to Table 2-7. The tables also include
the members’ tensile and compressive capacities for comparison with the results of the
study. This tornado wind field, shown in Figure 2-1, has a maximum tangential velocity
of 142 m/sec which occurs at a radius r=l58 m and a height z=28 m. The maximum
radial velocity component is 79 m/sec which acts inward and occurs at a radius r=273 m
and at a height z=7 m. The maximum axial velocity component is 62 m/sec which occurs
at a radius r=246 m and at a height z=158 m.
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Table 2-4: Results under F4 tornado wind fields for the selected chord members (peak
forces)
Axial Force
Zone

Member #

84
2

897

3

564

4

721
616

c
D

o

928
Upper chord
cross-arm
876
Lower chord
Cross-arm
946

Member
Capacity
(ASCE 10-97)

F4 Tornado - 2D CFD

F4 Tornado - 3D CFD

Case

Case

Force (kN)

R (m)

0 (deg)

Force (kN)

R (m)

0 (deg)

Force (kN)

-716

300

300

-1984

300

300

-2020

805
-624

300
350

120
300

300
300

120
300

1898
-1765

728
-494

300
350

120
300

1865
-1729
1594

120

-1617

300
300

300

650
-493

350
350
350

120
300
120

1459
-1360
1294

300
350
400

120
300
120

1620
-1656
1472
-1412

426

300
400

300
90

-293
541

350
350

300
90

-316
564

-26

450

90

-143

450

90

-150

162

250

150

125

200

150

128

-340

400

90

-131

350

90

-137

538

300

330

64

200

330

53

-189

250

270

-444

300

300

-442

236

300

120

452

250

90

458

650
-376

1327
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Table 2-5: Results under F4 tornado wind fields for the selected diagonal (1) members
_____________ _______________ (peak forces)_____________________________
Axial Force
Zone

Member #

1
2
3

4

5

6

1053

Member Capacity
(ASCE 10-97)

F4 Tornado - 2D CFD

F4 Tornado - 3D CFD

Case

Case

Force (kN)

R (m)

0 (deg)

Force (kN)

R (m)

0 (deg)

Force (kN)

-58

150

330

-6

150

330

-7

100

300

120

27

300

120

27

-155

150

270

-106

150

270

-113

264
-146

200
350

120
270

123
-108

200
300

120
270

122
-121

209
-154

250
350

120
270

102
-184

250
300

120
270

101
-190

250
-38

300
400

150
270

126
-5

300
400

150
270

125
-6

79
-92

300
250

120
270

8
-208

300
300

120
270

8
-211

134

250

120

178

250

120

179

Table 2-6: Results under F4 tornado wind fields for the selected diagonal (2) members
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Table 2-7: Results under F4 tornado wind field assuming fixed and pinned diagonal
members for the selected chord members
F4 Tornado 2D CFD - Internal Compressive Force
Zone

Member #

Type

Fixed Diagonals

Pinned Diagonals

Difference

Force (kN)

Force (kN)

%

i

84

Chord

-1984

-1968

i

2

897

Chord

-1729

2

3

564

Chord

-1617

4

721

Chord

-1360

-1700
-1638
-1367

616

Chord

928

Upper Chord

-293
-143

-285
-143

876

Lower Chord

946

Chord

-131
-444

-116
-464

5
6

-1
-1
3
0
12
-4

The following observation can be drawn from the results shown in the tables above:
The members’ axial forces are sensitive to the location of the tornado relative to
the tower.
The majority of the tornado locations that lead to the critical forces are the same
under both the 3-D and the 2-D axisymmetric F4 wind fields. The majority of
the members have the same value for the parameter 0 under both wind fields,
while the value for the parameter R might vary by 50 metres from one wind field
to the other.
The difference between the axial forces resulting from the axisymmetric and the
3-D data is relatively small.

The percent difference between both sets of

compression results is less than 10% for chord members.
For the tensile load results, the percent difference between the axisymmetric and
the 3-D results is less than 5% for all chord members except for the lower chord
member, which varies by 19%.
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The difference between the axial forces resulting from the axisymmetric and the
3-D data is more pronounced for some of the diagonal members. The percent
difference between both sets of results is as high as 100% for one diagonal
member.
The use of the simplified 2-D wind field gives reasonable results despite the fact
that it does not allow for the wind instability in the lower region of the tornado
system to be taken into account. This wind instability could only be simulated
in the full 3-D analysis (Hangan and Kim 2008).
For the chord members in zones 1 to 5, the critical tornado configuration leading
to maximum compression force has an R value ranging between 300m and
350m, and 0 value of 300°. The location of the tornado relative to the tower is
shown in Figure 2-8, labelled tornado location 1. For the same member, the
critical tornado leading to maximum tensile force has an R value ranging
between 300m and 350m, and 0 value of 120°. The tornado in this case is also
shown in Figure 2-8, labelled tornado location 2.

Figure 2-8: Schematic diagram of the critical F4 tornado locations for chord members in
zones 1 to 5
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For the upper chord member is zone 5 (cross-arm zone), the maximum
compressive force occurs where R=400m and 0=90°.

The location of the

tornado relative to the tower is shown in Figure 2-9.

Figure 2-9: Schematic diagram of the critical F4 tornado location for cross-arm’s upper
chord member in zone 5

For a given member, the critical tornado location associated with the peak
tensile load has the same R value as the critical tornado location associated with
the peak compressive load.
For a given member, the critical tornado location associated with the peak
tensile load has a 0 value that is 180° away from the critical tornado location
associated with the peak compressive load.
It should be noted that chord members, not reported here, are shown to have the
same critical tornado configurations.
No general trend with regards to the critical tornado configuration associated
with the diagonal members can be identified, as various members have different
critical R and 0 values.
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The axial forces resulting from F4 tornado wind field exceed the compression
capacity of 9 out of the 20 members selected, of which 6 are chord members. In
these members, the axial forces due to F4 tornado loading range between one
and three times the members’ compression capacity with the exception of the
upper chord member which exceeds its compression capacity by a factor of five.
The axial forces resulting from F4 tornado wind field exceed the tensile capacity
of 7 out of the 20 members selected, of which 6 are chord members.
The finite element model having simply connected diagonal members loads to
axial forces that are comparable to the axial forces obtained from the model with
rigidly connected diagonal members for most of the considered members. This
indicates that either assumption could be implemented if the details for the
connections’ are missing.
2.12.2 Transm ission Tow er under F2 T ornado W ind Field

The results of the parametric study conducted under the 3-D F2 tomado wind field are
listed in Table 2-8 to Table 2-11. Table 2-8 to Table 2-10 list the peak axial tensile and
compressive loads due to the tornado load for the selected chord, diagonal (1) and
diagonal (2) members, respectively. All the tower’s members are analyzed and the peak
internal forces due to the F2 tornado are then compared to the members’ capacities.
Table 2-11 lists all the tower’s members that have reached their compressive capacities
and are on the verge of failure under the F2 tomado load. This is done in order to
identify the members that require retrofitting such that the tower becomes able to resist an
F2 tomado.
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The F2 tornado wind field, shown in Figure 2-3, has a maximum tangential velocity of 78
m/sec which occurs at a radius r=96 m and a height z=28 m. The maximum radial
velocity component is 49 m/sec which acts inward and occurs at a radius r=146 m and at
a height z=6 m. The maximum axial velocity component is 37 m/sec which occurs at a
radius r=171 m and at a height z=127 m. The tables below also include the members’
nominal tensile and compressive capacities as well as the axial forces due to the
conventional boundary layer wind for comparison. The boundary layer forces listed are
the internal forces considered in designing the tower. The peak forces are calculated
based on the CSA specification C22.3 No. 1 (1976) assuming a reference wind velocity
of 32.2 m/sec. This is the same specification followed for normal wind loading when the
tower was first designed by Manitoba Hydro in 1977. The loads on the conductors and
the ground wires due to their own weight as well as due wind are applied to the tower as
concentrated point loads. The tables below also include the axial forces due to the
simplified F2 tornado loading suggested in Cigre (2009).
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Table 2-8: Results under F2 tornado wind field for the selected chord members (peak
forces)
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Table 2-9: Results under F2 tornado wind field for the selected diagonal (1) members

Table 2-10: Results under F2 tornado wind field for the selected diagonal (2) members
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Table 2-11: Results under F2 tornado wind field for failed members
Internal Compressive Force
Member #

Type

Member Capacity

F2 Tornado - 3D CFD
Case

9

Chord

-223

R (m)
200

27

Chord

-223

200

143

Chord

-223

200

120
300

202

Chord

224

Chord

225

Chord

-223
-223
-223

200
200
200

300
120
120

-226
-226
-226

299

Chord

-223

300

300

Chord

925

Upper Chord

-226
-226
-26

926

Upper Chord

-223
-26
-26

200
200
400

927

Upper Chord

928

Upper Chord

Force (kN)

-26
-26

400
400
400

0 (deg)

Force (kN)

120

-226
-226

300
270
90
270
90

-226

-26
-26
-26

The following observation can be drawn from the results shown in the tables above:
The influence of the F2 tornado locations relative to the tower on the axial forces
is significantly large.
The majority of the F2 tornado locations that lead to the critical cases have the
same parameter 0 as those under F4 tornado.

This conclusion cannot be

extended to include the parameter R, which is expected since the vertical
distribution of the velocity profiles is similar for both F2 and F4 wind fields but
at different radial radius r.
The axial forces due to F2 tornado are significantly less than those due to F4
tornado.
For the chord members in zones 1 to 6, the maximum compression forces occur
at 0=300°. This is similar to the F4 tornado cases. However, no fixed value for
the critical R-value is shown for the F2 tornado, as it varies between 100m and
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250m. For the same members, the maximum tensile force occur at 0 = 120°,
also with different value of R.
For a given member, the critical tornado location associated with the peak
tensile load has the same R value as the critical tornado location associated with
the peak compressive load.
For a given member, the critical tornado location associated with the peak
tensile load has a 0 value that is 180° away from the critical tornado location
associated with the peak compressive load.
The axial compressive forces due to normal wind exceed those due to F2
tornado in 9 of the considered members, two of which are chord members.
The axial tensile forces due to normal wind exceed those due to F2 tornado in 9
of the considered members, three of which are chord members.
Cigre simplified tornado loading underestimates the axial compressive forces in
the selected chord members located in zones 1 to 3, and 6 when compared to the
compressive forces resulting from F2 tornado loading.

However, the axial

forces in zones 4 and 5 due to Cigre loading are higher than those due to F2
tornado loading. The discrepancy in the axial forces both tornado models can be
attributed to the failure containment loading considered in the loading suggested
in Cigre document.
Cigre simplified tornado loading underestimates the axial tensile forces in the
selected chord members located in zones 1 to 3, and 6 when compared to the
tensile forces resulting from F2 tornado loading.

On the other hand, Cigre

tornado loading overestimates the tensile forces in chord members located in
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zones 4 and 5. This could also be attributed to the failure containment load case
suggested in Cigre.
The cross-arm’s upper chord member is subjected to large compressive force
under Cigre simplified tornado loading, unlike the case with F2 tornado wind
field.

This could also be attributed to the failure containment load case

suggested in Cigre in order to account for the tornado’s unbalanced loading. On
the other hand, this unbalanced loading is inherently considered in the threedimensional tornado wind field used.
The results in Table 2-11 show that of the 1330 members that make the
transmission tower, only 12 chord members are susceptible to failure under F2
tornado wind field.
2.12.3 Sensitivity of the In ternal Forces in the Tower M embers to Changing
T ornado Configurations

The sensitivity of the members’ axial forces to changes in the location of the centre of the
tornado relative to the centre of the tower of interest is studied. The study is conducted
using the F4 axisymmetric tornado wind field. The location of the centre of the tornado
relative to the tower is defined by the polar coordinates R and 0. The sensitivity study is
performed using the same parametric study outlined in section 2.11. The range of the
parameters used is as follows: parameter R varies from 0 m to 500 m with a step of 50 m,
while parameter 0 varies from 0° to 330° with a step of 30°. For this study, three zone
members and two cross-arm chord members are studied. The members are as follows:
chord member #84, diagonal (1) member #1053, diagonal (2) member #649, upper chord
member #928, and lower chord member #876, respectively.

The locations of the
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members can be seen in Figure 2-5. The results of the study are shown in Figure 2-10 to
Figure 2-19. The graphs are used to study the sensitivity of the members’ internal forces;
first, solely due to the variation of 0, and second, solely due to the variation of R. The
variations of the internal forces are graphed for various 0 values for two R values. The
first R value is that associated with the critical case as listed in Table 2-4 to Table 2-6.
The second R value is taken to equal 50 m. An R value of 50 m is selected because it is
located near the lower end of the range. This allows for a good comparison of the
internal forces with respect to the two R values. Also, the variation of the internal force
of each member is graphed for various R values and for the 0 value associated with the
critical case as listed in Table 2-4 to Table 2-6.
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R=50m

R=300m

Figure 2-10: Variation of the internal force in chord member #84 for various values of 0

—

0=300 (degree)

Figure 2-11: Variation of the internal force in chord member #84 for various values of R
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R=50m

-# -R = 4 5 0 m

Figure 2-12: Variation of the internal force in upper chord member #928 for various
values of 0

Figure 2-13: Variation o f the internal force in upper chord member #928 for various
values o f R
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R=50m

—# —R=400m

Figure 2-14: Variation of the internal force in lower chord member #876 for various
values of 0

Figure 2-15: Variation o f the internal force in lower chord member #876 for various
values o f R
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R=50m

»

R=250m

Figure 2-16: Variation of the internal force in diagonal (1) member #1053 for various
values of 0

Figure 2-17: Variation o f the internal force in diagonal (1) member #1053 for various
values of R
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R=50m

♦

R=300m

Figure 2-18: Variation of the internal force in diagonal (2) member #649 for various
values of 0
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Figure 2-19: Variation o f the internal force in diagonal (2) member #649 for various
values o f R
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The following observations can be drawn from the results shown in the figures above:
The members’ internal forces are highly dependent on the tornado location,
specified by the parameters R and 0.
For a given R value, some members are subjected to high tensile as well as high
compressive stresses (eg. #84, #1053) while others are mainly subjected to high
compressive stresses (eg. #928, #876, #649).
With the exception of the upper chord member #928, for a constant 0 value, the
variation of R does not affect the type of internal force experienced by the
members.
The variation of the members’ internal forces due to varying values of 0 is more
pronounced for larger values of R.
With the exception of the cross-arm chord members (#928, #876), the effect of
varying the value of R on the members’ internal forces is more pronounced for R
values less than or equal to 200 m.
With the exception of the cross-arm chord members (#928, #876), the members’
internal forces follow a sine-wave curve due to varying values of 0.
The effect of varying the value of R on the cross-arm chord members is more
pronounced for R values between 200 m and 400 m.
The effect of varying the value of 0 on the cross-arm chord members is more
pronounced for 0 values between 60° and 150°.
2.13

BEHAVIOUR OF TRANSM ISSION LINES UNDER TORNADO LOADS

This section tries to explain the behaviour of the Manitoba Hydro transmission line when
subjected to tornado loading by interpreting the results of the analysis under the
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axisymmetric F4 tornado wind field. A schematic diagram of the transmission tower is
shown in Figure 2-20. The tower acts as a cantilever beam subjected to a distributed load
F due to the tornado wind on the tower and three concentrated point loads due to the
forces acting on the ground wires and conductors.

Figure 2-20: Schematic diagram of the tower as a cantilever
The results shown in Table 2-5 indicate that the critical tornado locations leading to the
maximum axial forces for diagonal (1) members are located at distances R that range
between 150 m to 400 m and between 270° to 330° for the angle 0. It is expected for
diagonal (1) members, which lie on a plane perpendicular to the transmission line, to
have a critical angle 0 that places the tornado on or close to the transmission line. This
configuration leads to maximum external forces acting in the direction perpendicular to
the line. This prediction matches the obtained results for 5 out of the 6 diagonal (1)
members. The remaining diagonal (1) member has a critical angle 0 of 330°. This
observation is mainly due to two reasons. The first reason is that most diagonal members
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are located on planes that are not perfectly vertical, but are rather inclined toward the
middle of the tower.

This causes the external forces due to the critical tornadoes

perpendicular to the transmission line to have a parallel force component that is applied
to the diagonal (1) members. The second reason is that the diagonal members on the
latticed plane are laid out in a wide range of configurations which causes some of the
diagonal members to have a larger projected area value in the other direction.
The results shown in Table 2-6 indicate that the critical tornado locations leading to the
maximum axial forces in for diagonal (2) members are located at distances R that range
between 150 m and 350 m and between 0° and 330° for the angle 0. Diagonal (2)
members are expected to have a critical angle 0 that places the tornado perpendicular to
the transmission line. This configuration leads to maximum external forces acting in the
direction parallel to the line. This prediction matches the obtained results for only 3 out
of the 6 diagonal (2) members. The remaining diagonal (2) members have critical angles
0 of 120° and 270°. Most of the diagonal (2) members have critical tornado location that
is different than the critical tornado locations associated with the surrounding diagonal
members. The two reasons mentioned above are also the cause of this variation. For this
reason, the behaviour of the diagonal members under tornado loading is best described as
random. This is acceptable since the axial forces in diagonal members due to F4 tornado
loading is always less than the compression capacity of the members. Diagonal members
are mainly used to provide adequate bracing for chord members in order to decrease the
chords’ unsupported lengths. They also provide redundancy and stiffness to the structure.
This indicates that a different load case such as ice, failure containment, or maintenance
governs the design of such members.
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As discussed earlier, a tornado configuration having R between 300m and 350m, and a
0=300° is shown to lead to maximum compression forces in many chord members in
zones 1 to 4. Also, a critical tornado location with R=450m and 0=90° is shown to be
critical for the upper and lower chord members of the cross-arm. Table 2-4 indicates that
for zone 6, which is located above the cross-arms, the critical configuration leading to
maximum compression is R=250m and 0=270°.

The following section focuses on

describing the behaviour of the tower under the first and second critical configurations.
The third configuration is not treated as an independent case, due to its proximity to the
tornado location associated with case one.
2.13.1 Case 1; zones 1 to 5 (R=300 m to R=350 m and 9=300°)

Modelling the tower as a simple cantilever beam, as shown Figure 2-20, indicates that
both the distributed load and the concentrated loads have the same effect on the straining
action that develops in these zones. In other words, either a large distributed load along
the beam or large concentrated loads at the top of the beam will lead to critical axial
forces in the members in zones 1 to 5. Figure 2-21 shows the location of the tornado
relative to the tower of interest together with the deflected shape of the conductors
adjacent to the tower. The deflections of the tower along the height in the X- and Ydirections are provided in Figure 2-22. The deflected shapes show that a significant
portion of the loading on the tower is in the transverse direction, along the X-axis. The
total horizontal velocity applied on the conductors is the vectorial sum of both tangential
and radial velocity components. In this configuration where the tornado is located at a
radial distance R between 300m and 350m and 0=300°, a large section of the conductors
in the two spans adjacent to the tower of interest is subjected to a uniform transverse
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Figure 2-21: Deflection shape and transverse loading of transmission line due to tornado
centre at R=300 m and 0=300°
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Figure 2-22: Deflection shape of transmission tower due to tornado centre at R=300 m
and 0=300°
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2.13.2 Case 2: Cross-Arm s Zone 5 (R=400 m to R=450 m and 0=90°)

The location of the tomado relative to the tower of interest corresponding to this critical
case is shown in Figure 2-26. Figure 2-24 to Figure 2-27 will assist in explaining why
this tomado location is critical for the tower’s cross-arms. In this configuration where the
tornado is located along the transmission line, the conductors are subjected only to the
tangential velocity component. A longitudinal axial force develops in the conductors due
to catenary action associated with the transverse deflection of the conductors. As such, a
variation in the magnitude of transverse deflection between the two spans adjacent to the
tower leads to resultant force acting on the insulators and on the tower’s cross-arms
(FCeiong), as shown in Figure 2-23.

Figure 2-23: Concentrated load in longitudinal direction due to left conductor associated
with tornado at R=400 m and 0=90°
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This force causes an out-of-plane bending that acts on the cross-arms. This subjects one
side of the cross-arm to compression and the other side to tension. Figure 2-24 to Figure
2-27 show that the conductors’ deflections vary significantly with the relative distance R.
The maximum deflection of the conductors occurs for R value between 400m and 450m.
This value is almost equal to the span of the conductors (420m). The angle 0 having a
value of 90° is critical because it allows the full magnitude of the tangential velocity
component to be applied in the transverse direction on the cables. This leads to a large
compressive force to develop in the cross-arms upper chord members. The upper chord
member, #928 has a large unsupported length which indicates that it might have been
designed to resist tension forces, which are mainly due to the conductors’ own weight.
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to w e r o f in te r e st

to r n a d o c e n tr e

Figure 2-24: Deflection shape of transmission line due to tornado centre at R=50 m and 0=9O(
to w e r o f in te r e st

to r n a d o c en tre

Figure 2-25: Deflection shape of transmission line due to tornado centre at R=250 m and 0=90*
to w e r o f in te r e st

•JH5
to r n a d o c e n tre

Figure 2-26: Deflection shape of transmission line due to tornado centre at R=400 m and 0=90°
to w e r o f in te r e st

t o m a d o c e n tr e

Figure 2-27: Deflection shape of transmission line due to tornado centre at R=450 m and 0=9O‘
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2.14

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from the conducted study:
The location of the tornado with respect to the tower of interest, which is defined
in terms of the polar parameters R and 0, has a significant effect on the forces in
the tower members. Different member types have independent critical values of
R and 0 that lead to peak forces. Therefore, it is important to conduct an
extensive parametric study similar to the one conducted in the study in order to
determine the peak forces in all members of the tower.
A member’s type and location influence the location of the tornado associated
with the peak force for such a member.
The F4 tornado responsible for the peak forces in the main body’s chord
members is located at a value R of 300 m and a value 0 of 300°.
The F4 tornado responsible for the peak forces in the cross-arms chord members
is located at a value 0 of 90° and at a distance R approximately equal to the
horizontal span of the transmission line.
The difference between the axial forces resulting from the axisymmetric F4 and
the 3-D F4 data is relatively small.

The difference between the axial forces

resulting from both analyses is more significant in the lower part of the tower.
This variation is mainly due to the significant wind instability in the lower
region of the tornado system, which could only be modelled in the 3-D analysis.
The majority of the critical tornado locations are the same under both the
axisymmetric F4 tornado wind field and the 3-D F4 tornado wind field.
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Assuming that the diagonal members are rigidly connected to the chord
members leads to axial forces that are comparable to the axial forces obtained
from the model with simply connected diagonal members
For most of the selected members, the value of the parameter 0 describing the
critical F2 tornado location is the same as that describing the location of the
critical F4 tornado. However, this is not the case with the value of the parameter
R due to the variation of the vertical velocity profiles between the F2 and F4
tornadoes.
For a given member, the critical tornado location associated with the peak
tensile load has the same R value as the critical tornado location associated with
the peak compressive load. For the same member, the values of 0 associated
with the peak tensile and compressive loads are 180° apart.
The axial forces due to normal wind are comparable to those due to F2 tornado.
This suggests that it should be economically feasible to design and retrofit
existing transmission lines such that they are able to resist to forces of an F2
tornado.
The simplified F2 tornado loading recommended by Cigre produces axial
compressive loads that are smaller than the loads due to the 3-D F2 tornado wind
field in members located in the main body of the tower, in zones 1 to 3, and 6.
The axial forces in zones 4 and 5 due to Cigre loading are significantly higher
than those due to F2 tornado loading. The discrepancy in the axial forces in
zones 4 and 5 is due to the failure containment loading condition suggested by
Cigre.
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Cigre simplified tornado loading underestimates the axial tensile forces in zones
1 to 3, and 6 when compared to the tensile forces resulting from the 3-D F2
tornado wind field.

However, it overestimates the tensile forces in chord

members located in zones 4 and 5. This is caused by the failure containment
load case suggested in Cigre.
The cross-arm’s upper chord member is subjected to large compressive axial
force under Cigre simplified tornado loading. This could also be attributed to
the failure containment load case, which subjects the transmission tower to
unbalanced loading condition. This unbalanced loading, on the other hand, is
inherently included in the 3-D tornado wind field used.
The sensitivity analysis indicates that for two constant R distances, the
members’ axial forces associated with the larger R value experience a larger
variation.
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CH A PTER 3

PROGRESSIVE FAILURE ANALYSIS OF SELF-SUPPORTED TRANSMISSION
LINES UNDER TORNADO LOADING2

3.1

INTRODUCTION

Localized High Intensity Wind (HIW) events such as tornadoes and downbursts have
become the main cause of transmission line failures.

These failures are usually

associated with the disruption of electrical services which can have devastating economic
consequences not just to the residents of the affected area, but also to the owners of the
power lines as was the case after the 1996 event which cost Manitoba Hydro around $10
million dollars to repair (McCarthy and Melsness 1996). Another event took place near
Samia, Ontario on July 23rd, 2011. An F2 tornado touched down damaging five selfsupported transmission towers. The damage associated with this event is estimated to
cost Hydro One utility company around $5 million dollars to repair (Pope 2011).
Transmission towers belong to a special type of structures due to their slenderness and
unique shapes. They are generally designed with lower factors of safety against global
failure than other structures (Holmes 2001). There are two main types of electrical
transmission towers: self-supported and guyed towers. In self-supported towers, loads
are carried by the various members to one of the four main legs and then get transferred
to the ground. Guyed towers, on the other hand, transfer the majority of loads to the
ground through the guy cables.
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The velocity wind fields produced by tornadoes differ from those associated with largescale wind events.

Tornado wind fields consist of three equally significant wind

components: radial, tangential and vertical wind components. Large-scale wind events,
on the other hand, consist mainly of a unidirectional wind component.
A Tornado is defined as a highly convergent swirling wind, affecting relatively narrow
path (Fujita 1981). Tornadoes are associated with supercell thunderstorms and are in
contact with both the supercell and the ground. The most commonly used scale for
categorizing tornadoes based on their damage is known as the Fujita (F-scale). The scale
categorizes tornadoes from FO to F5 according to the damage caused, with FO being the
weakest category, and F5 being the strongest category capable of ripping structures off of
their foundations (Fujita and Pearson 1973).
Full scale field measurements of tornadoes are inherently difficult to obtain.

Field

separate measurements for two F4 tornadoes recorded using Doppler radars were
reported by Sarkar, et al. (2005) and Lee et al.(2005). Both laboratory and numerical
simulations have been used to model tornado vortices in order to overcome the difficulty
in obtaining field measurements. A laboratory simulation carried out by Ward (1972) led
to the development of the Ward-type and the Vortex chambers simulators. A recent
numerical simulation was performed by Hangan and Kim (2008) using the commercial
program FLUENT (Fluent Inc. 2005). The results of this Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) analysis form the basis of the tornado models used in this current study.
A study of the failure of self-supported transmission towers under HIW was conducted
by Savory, et al (2001). The tornado wind field used was based on the model developed
by Wen (1975), which does not take the vertical wind component of the tornado event
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into account. Another study was conducted by Langlois (2007) to study the behaviour of
self-supported transmission lines when subjected to several simplified tornado load cases.
The simplified cases consist of uniform horizontal wind pressures, neglecting the vertical
wind pressures associated with the actual tornadoes. The wind pressures are applied on
the towers only, ignoring the effects the wind pressures have on the conductors and
ground wires. Another study was conducted by Shehata, et al. (2005) to investigate the
behaviour of transmission lines under downburst loading. This was further developed by
Hamada, et al. (2009) to develop a three-dimensional finite element model of a guyed
transmission line and study its behaviour under tornado loading. The tornado model used
in the study is based on the results of the CFD model developed by Hangan and Kim
(2008).
This study investigates the progressive failure of self-supported transmission structures
under the effect of tornado loading.

The results of the numerical model conducted in

chapter 2 are used to identify five critical tornado cases associated with peak forces in the
various members of the tower. In this chapter, a progressive failure analysis is conducted
on the transmission line for each of the five identified cases. For each case, the global
stability of the transmission line is assessed by incrementally increasing the tornado
force. This subjects various members to local failure, which ultimately cause the entire
structure to experience global instability. The tornado’s total force, and therefore its
velocity, is allowed to exceed the velocity limit of the corresponding tornado level
defined by Fujita scale in order for the global instability to occur. The failed members
and the velocity field at which the global instability occurs are then recorded and
analyzed.
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3.2

COM UPUTATION FLUID DYNAMIC (CFD) MODEL

The tornado wind fields used in this study are based on a Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) simulation that was conducted by Hangan and Kim (2008). The simulation was
conducted using various swirl ratios S with values ranging from 0.1 to 2.0. The first
simulation, which had a swirl ratio of 0.28, was used to validate the numerical model by
comparing it to the experimental results conducted by Baker (1981) using a Ward-type
vortex chamber.

Hangan and Kim (2008) then performed an extensive study to

determine the swirl ratio that best simulates an F4 tornado. They estimated that an F4
tornado wind field corresponds to a swirl ratio S with a value of 2.0. In another study
conducted by Hamada, et al (2009), it was estimated that an F2 tornado wind field
corresponds to a swirl ratio S with a value of 1.0. Both models are scaled up from the
small-scale numerical model to full-scale tornadoes using a length factor Ls = 4000 and a
velocity scale factor Vs = 13. The obtained velocity field varies in three dimensions and
is represented in a cylindrical coordinate system using the parameters r, 0, and z. Each
velocity field consists of three velocity components: radial, tangential and axial
components. Each of the three components of the 3-D F4 velocity field is averaged along
the circumference in order to eliminate the variation of the velocity with 0. The resulting
2-D axisymmetric F4 velocity field, and the 3-D F2 velocity field, are used in this study.
3.3

DESCRIPTIO N OF THE TRANSMISSION LINE SYSTEM

The transmission line used in this study is a three-phase, 500kV transmission line which
consists of a self-supported transmission tower that was designed by Manitoba Hydro in
1977. The tower is type A-501-9000 extension. The tower is 47.5 m high with a 9 m by
8.5 m wide base. The tower’s cross-arms are 13.4 m wide and are located at a height of
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35.1 m. The conductors are attached to the insulator strings which are, in turn, attached
to the tower at one of three locations.

Each of the outer left and outer right conductor

groups is attached to a single 4.9 m long insulator at a height of 30.3 m. The middle
conductor group is attached to the towers using two insulators; each is 5.9 m long, at a
height of 40 m. Each of the conductor groups is made of three conductors in the form of
an inverted triangle using spacers. Two ground wires are attached to the top of the
towers for protection against lightning strikes.
The conductor has a diameter of 30.4 mm and a unit weight of 23.8 N/m. Each conductor
has a pretension force of 36890 N, which gives maximum sag of 14.4 m. The ground
wire is made of 7 wire steel cable with a diameter of 9.7 mm. The wire has a unit weight
of 5.7 N/m and a pretension force of 11789 N, which gives maximum sag of 10.7 m.
3.4

FIN ITE ELEM ENT M O DELLING OF THE TRANSMISSION LINE

A finite element model of the transmission line is developed using the commercial
software SAP2000 (2008). The global coordinate system used is as follows: the X-axis
is defined in the direction perpendicular to the transmission line; the Y-axis is defined in
the direction parallel to the transmission line, while the Z-axis is defined in the vertical
direction. The point of origin is located at the centre of the tower of interest. A typical
tower is shown in Figure 3-1. The model consists of five transmission towers and six
conductors’ spans.

The middle tower is considered as the tower of interest.

conductors are supported with hinges at their edges.

The

This configuration was

recommended by Shehata, et al. (2005) in order to accurately transfer the cable forces to
the tower of interest.
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The various components of the transmission line model are briefly described here. A
two-nodded, three-dimensional nonlinear frame element with twelve degrees of freedom
is used to model the tower’s steel members taking the members’ self-weight into account.
A three-dimensional nonlinear cable element is used to model the conductors and the
ground wires. Each cable span is divided into thirty cable elements. The cable element
simulates the nonlinear behaviour of the slender cables under the combined effects of
self-weight, pretension forces and tornado wind loading.

The tension stiffening is

obtained by iterating the target load case nonlinearly until the pretension force of each
cable is achieved.

Each insulator string is modelled using a two-nodded, three-

dimensional truss element. Material, as well as, geometric nonlinearities are considered
in the model. The geometric nonlinearity is considered by including the effects of PDelta and large displacement. The material nonlinearity is explained in the following
section.
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Figure 3-1: Tower zones

3.5

M A TERIAL M ODEL

Two types of steel are used to model the towers’ members. The first steel type is
(G40.21 Grade 50W) which has yield strength, Fy, of 350 MPa and ultimate strength, Fu,
of 460 MPa. The second steel type is (ASTM A36) and has yield strength, Fy, of 260
MPa and ultimate strength Fu, of 410 MPa. The two types are used to model the chord
and diagonal members, respectively, as indicated in the original design drawings obtained
from Manitoba Hydro.
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This nonlinear analysis is conducted incrementally and iterations are performed within
each load increment using the Newton-Raphson method until convergence is achieved.
A relative convergence tolerance of 0.001 is used, which is the ratio between the
magnitude of the load applied on the transmission line and the magnitude of the
unbalanced load vector.
The following ratio, A,r, is calculated for each member at the end of each load increment.
(3-1)

Where Fmis the internal force acting on the member and Fc is the capacity of the member
either in tension or compression depending on the sign of Fm. The members’ capacities
are calculated based on the procedure described in the ASCE No. 10-97 guideline (2000).
It is assumed that the member’s force remains constant and the member cannot carry
extra loads. This assumption is one of the three post-buckling behaviours that are listed
in the ASCE No. 10-97 guideline (2000).

While it is a liberal assumption, it is

considered appropriate due to the sufficient bracing the diagonal members provide for the
chord members. This bracing prevents the chord members from buckling and bulging out
and losing their stiffness.
3.6

EVALUATION OF FO RCES ON THE TRANSMISSION LINE

The nodal forces due to the tornado loading are calculated using the procedure outlined in
the ASCE No.74 guideline (2010).
Ft = YwQFzKzt( y d 2GCfiAi

(3-2)

Where “i” is the direction of the applied force; Fi is the wind force (N); yw is a load
factor; Q is a numerical constant that is taken to equal 0.5pa where pa is equal to 1.226
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kg/m ; Kz is the velocity pressure exposure coefficient; Kzt is a topographic factor; V* is
the tornado velocity component (m/sec); G is the gust response factor; Cf, is the drag
force coefficient; and Aj is the projected area of all the elements connected to the
considered node and perpendicular to the direction “i”. This procedure is outlined in
more details in chapter 2.
3.7

PA RAM ETRIC

STUDY

TO

ESTIM ATE

CRITICAL

TORNADO

PARAM ETERS

The results of the earlier parametric study conducted in chapter 2 will be used in the
current study. The initial study consisted of 121 cases for each tornado wind field. In
each case, the location of the tornado was varied using the parameters R and 0, shown in
Figure 3-2. The parameter R was varied from 0 m to 500 m with a step of 50 m. The
parameter 0 was varied from 0° to 330° with a step of 30°. A set of nonlinear analyses
was conducted for each case and the internal force for each member of the tower was
recorded. This was repeated for the remaining cases and for each member, the maximum
internal force, as well as the tornado parameters associated with this maximum force,
were recorded. Results of the parametric study were then used to determine the tornado
locations that are critical. For the F4 tornado wind field, three cases are determined to be
critical. For the F2 tornado wind field, two cases are determined to be critical. These
critical tornado locations are associated with the peak forces in various member types, as
can be seen in Table 2-4 to Table 2-6 and in Table 2-8 to Table 2-10. The critical cases
for the F4 tornado are as follows: Critical Case 1 (R=300 m to R=350 m and 0=300°),
Critical Case 2 (R=400 m to R=450 m and 0=90°) and Critical Case 3 (R=250 m and
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0=270°). The critical cases for the F2 tornado are as follows: Critical Case 1 (R=200 m
and 0=120°) and Critical Case 2 (R=400 m and 0=90°).

3.8

STEPS OF PROGRESSIVE FAILURE ANALYSIS

Similar to the parametric study reported in chapter 2, this investigation is conducted in a
quasi-static state despite the dynamic variation of the convective velocity of the
tornadoes. This is due to the fact that the used tornado velocity fields are based on field
measurements which include both local and convective velocity components.

Also,

previous studies (Darwish, et al.(2010), Hamada, et al. (2009), and Matheson and Holmes
(1981)) have shown that the dynamic effect of high intensity wind, including tornado
loading, on transmission lines is not significant. This is due to the gap between the
natural period of the transmission line and the natural period of the tornado loading as
well as the relatively high aerodynamic damping of the aerial conductors, which is
proportional to both the velocity of the tornado and the inverse of the line mass.
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This current study will determine the progressive failure mechanism of the transmission
line under the critical tornado locations identified earlier.

The following steps are

conducted in the study:
1.

The transmission line is modelled as described above. The model consists of
five transmission towers and six conductors’ spans with hinged supports at the
edges of the modelled conductors. This configuration was recommended by
Shehata, et al. (2005) in order to accurately transfer the cable forces to the tower
of interest. The middle tower is considered as the tower of interest.

2.

The tornado wind field is retrieved and stored.

3.

The parameters R and 0 are assigned the values associated with the critical
tornado case.

4.

The horizontal and the vertical forces at the nodal points of the tower of interest,
conductors and ground wires are evaluated as described in section 3.6 above.

5.

A nonlinear load case for the conductors’ pretension force is conducted. A set
of iterations are carried out to achieve this target pretension force. Once the
target force is achieved, the conductors’ stiffness matrix is calculated. This
stiffness matrix is then used in the subsequent load increments.

6.

The nodal forces evaluated in step 4 are applied to the model incrementally. A
total number of 300 increments is selected. Each load increment is 1% of the
total load due to the considered wind field. This allows for up to 300% of the
tornado force to be applied, ensuring that the tower collapses in the event that a
100% of the tornado load is not enough to initiate global failure, as is the case
with F2 tornado.
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7.

During each load increment, a nonlinear analysis is conducted taking into
account the effect of geometric and material nonlinearities.

Iterations are

conducted within each load increment. At each iteration, the stiffness matrix
and the unbalanced load vector are updated based on the stress and strain
obtained from the previous iteration.
8.

The ratio A,r is calculated for each member at the end of each load increment. If
the ratio A,r reaches or exceeds unity for a certain member, the force in the
member is assumed to remain constant during the subsequent load increments.
This is then repeated at the end of the subsequent load increments.

9.

If the analysis fails to reach equilibrium at a certain load increment, the tower is
considered to have collapsed at this load increment and the associated tornado
force is recorded.

10.

The analysis is repeated for the other critical cases under F4 tornado.

11.

The analysis is repeated under F2 tornado.

3.9

RESULTS

3.9.1

Transm ission Tower under F4 Tornado W ind Field

3.9.1.1 Critical Case 1: zones 1 to 5 (R=300 m to R=350 m and 0=300°)
The progressive failure mechanics of these two critical cases are similar and are therefore
treated as one. The nonlinear analysis indicates that the transmission line suffers from
global instability when the tornado force reaches 36% of the total force associated with
F4

tornado. The maximum tangential velocity,

V tn,

associated with such tornado is

about 85 m/sec. The transmission tower suffers from a main body failure. This failure
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mechanism is characterized by the failure of some of the main chord members in zones 1
to 5, which form the main the tower four legs. The lateral loads resisted by the tower are
transferred to the chords which then carry them to the ground. Figure 3-3 is a plot of the
tornado’s tangential velocity component versus the tower’s top deflection in the
transverse direction. The tower’s top deflection in the longitudinal direction is negligible.
The sequence of failures of various members of the tower is described here, with respect
to the tangential velocity, V t n , at which they fail:
1.

V

o

tn

= 7 6 .5 m / s e c

Instantaneous failure of four chord members (#143, #202, #299, and #300) in
zone 5. The four chord members lie in the 1st and 4th quadrants, on two
vertical planes that are perpendicular to the conductors.

2.

Vtn = 77.8 m/sec
o

Three chord members (#567, #568, #569) in zone 3, in the 4th quadrant,

o

One chord member (#88) in zone 1, in the 4th quadrant.

3.

V j n - 7 9 .1 m / s e c

th

o
4.

Three chord members (#564, #565, #566) in zone 3, in the 4 quadrant.
V

o

tn

= 80.3 m/sec

Four chord members (#570, #571, #572, #573) in the upper part of zone 3 in
the 4th quadrant.

5.

Vtn = 81.6 m/sec
o

Two chord members (#86, #87) in zone 1, in the 4 quadrant.
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6.

V jn = 82.8 m/sec

o

Two chord members (#949, #1080) in zone 6, in the 1st and 4th quadrants as
well as one chord member (#589) in zone 3, in the 1st quadrant.

7.

Vtn = 84.0 m/sec
o

Member #589 initiates the failure of five chord members (#584, #585, #586,
#587, #588) below it and four chord members (#590, #591, #592, #593)
above it.

8.

Vtn = 85.2 m/sec
o

Two diagonal members (#215, #322) in zone 5, in the 1st and 4thquadrants,

o

Three chord members (#124, #125, #126) in zone 1, in the 1st quadrant,

o

Finally four chord members (#50, #361, #366, #367) located in the 2nd
quadrant, in the upper part of zone 1 and lower part of zone 2.

o

Tower collapses.
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X-direction

Maximum F2 tangential velocity

Maximum F4 tangential velocity

Figure 3-3: Velocity-deflection curve in the X-direction at the top of the tower (F4 case
1: R=300 m and 0=300°)
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Figure 3-4: Transmission tower failure under F4 loading (Case 1)
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3.9.1.2 Critical Case 2: cross-arms zone 5 (R=400 m to R=450 m and 0=90°)
The progressive failure mechanics of these two critical cases are also similar and are
treated as one. A tornado located at this critical location causes the transmission line to
experience global instability when the maximum tangential velocity exceeds 94 m/sec.
The failure mechanism associated with this critical case is initiated when the tangential
velocity component reaches 77 m/sec. This failure mechanism is characterized by the
failure of one of the cross-arms which then propagates down through the main chord
members.

Figure 3-5 shows the tornado’s tangential velocity component versus the

tower’s top deflection in the longitudinal (along Y-axis) and transverse (along X-axis)
directions. The failure mechanism is described herein with respect to the tangential
velocity, Vtn:
1.

V Tn = 76.5 m/sec

o
2.

Chord member (#579) in zone 3, in the 2nd quadrant.
Vtn = 77.8 m/sec

o
3.

One chord member (#583) in zone 4 in the 2nd quadrant
V tn = 79.1 m/sec

o

Upper chord member (#928) of the cross-arm located in zone 4, in the 1st
quadrant.

4.

V tn = 81.6 m/sec

o

Seven chord members (#574, #575, #576, #577, #578, #581, #582) located
along the same edge as the first member in the 2nd quadrant.

5.

Vtn = 87.5 m/sec
o

Chord member (#568) located in zone 3, in the 4thquadrant.
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o

Thirteen chord members (#564, #565, #567, #569, #570, #571, #572, #573,
#721, #722, #723, #724, #725) in the 4th quadrant.

6.

Vtn = 90.9 m/sec
o

Four chord members (#9, #224, #27, #225) in zone 5 in the 2nd and 3rd
quadrants.

7.

V

o

tn

~ 92.0 m/sec

Five chord members (#88, #566, #893, #894, #895) located along the tower’s
edge in the 4th quadrant.

8.

Vtn = 93.1 m/sec
o

Six more chord members (#898, #899, #900, #901, #902, #903) located along
the tower’s edge in the 4th quadrant.

9.

V

o

tn

= 94.2 m/sec

One chord member (#1042) in zone 6 in the 2nd quadrant.

This causes the tower to lose 74% of the chord members that form its fourth support
which causes it to experience global failure.
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X-direction

— Y-direction

Maximum F2 tangential velocity

— Maximum F4 tangential velocity

Figure 3-5: Velocity-deflection curve in the X- and Y-directions at the top of the tower
(F4 case 2: R=400 m and 0 =90°)
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Figure 3-6: Transmission tower failure under F4 loading (Case 2)
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3.9.1.3 Critical Case 3: zone 6 (R=250 m and 0=270°)
This case is different than the previous cases in that it affects the upper part of the tower,
which is labelled zone 6 in Figure 3-1. According to the analysis, tornado located around
this critical location relative to the transmission line is expected to cause global failure if
the maximum tangential velocity exceeds 88 m/sec.

This failure mechanism is

characterized by the failure of the upper regions of the tower and then propagates
downward.

Figure 3-7 shows the tornado’s tangential velocity component versus the

tower’s top deflection in the transverse (along X-axis) direction. The failure mechanism
is described herein with respect to the tangential velocity, Vtn:
1.

Vjn = 77.8 m/sec
o

2.

Two chord members (#143, #202) in zone 5, in the 4th quadrant.
Vjn = 79.1 m/sec

o
3.

Two chord members (#299, #300) in zone 5, in the 1st quadrant.
V tn = 81.6 m/sec

o

Six chord members (#564, #565, #566, #567, #568, #569) in zone 3 in the 4th
quadrant.

4.

Vjn = 84.0 m/sec
o

Two horizontal chord members (#949, #1080) in zone 6 in the 1st and 4th
quadrants.

o
5.

Two more chord members (#571, #572) in zone 3 in the 4thquadrant.
Vtn = 85.2 m/sec

o

Two chord members (#1250, #1261) in zone 6 in the 1st and 4th quadrants,

o

Three chord members (#587, #588, #589) in zone 3 in the 1st quadrant.
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o
6.

th

One chord member (#570) in zone 3 in the 4 quadrant.
Vtn = 86.4 m/sec

o

One vertical chord member (#1262) in the zone 6 in the 1st quadrant,

o

Two diagonal members (#215, #322) in zone 5, in the 1st and 4thquadrants,

o

Six chord members (#590, #591, #592, #584#585, #586) in zone 3 in the 1st
quadrant.

o
7.

One chord member (#88) in zone 1 in the 4thquadrant.
Vjn = 87.5 m/sec

o

One chord member (#593) in zone 3 in the 1st quadrant,

o

One chord member (#573) in zone 3 in the 4 quadrant,

o

One horizontal chord member (#948) in zone 6 in the 1st quadrant,

o

Tower experiences global failure.
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Figure 3-7: Velocity-deflection curve in the X-direction at the top of the tower (F4 case
3: R-250 m and 0 =270°)
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Figure 3-8: Transmission tower failure under F4 loading (Case 3)
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3-9.2

Transm ission Tower under F2 T ornado W ind Field

3.9.2.1 Critical Case 1: (R=200 m and 0=120°)
The transmission line suffers from global instability when the tornado force reaches
125% of the total force associated with F2 tornado. The maximum tangential velocity
associated with such tornado is about 87 m/sec. This failure mechanism is similar to the
third failure mechanism under F4 tornado loading. It is best characterized by the failure
of the upper regions of the transmission tower.

Figure 3-10 shows the tornado’s

tangential velocity component versus the tower’s top deflection in the transverse (along
X-axis) direction. The failure mechanism is described herein with respect to the
tangential velocity, Vtn:
1.

Vtn = 77.8 m/sec
o

2.

Two chord members (#9, #27) in zone 5 in the 3rdquadrant.
Vjn = 79.5 m/sec

o
3.

Two chord members (#224, #225) in zone 5 in the 2nd quadrant.
V

o
4.

tn

= 71.4 m/sec

One chord member (#50) in zone 1 in the 2nd quadrant.
Vtn = 72.9 m/sec

o
5.

Two chord members (#48, #49) in zone 1 in the 2nd quadrant.
Vtn ~ 83.6 m/sec

o
6.

One chord member (#559) in zone 3 in the 3rdquadrant.
Vtn = 84.4 m/sec

o

One vertical chord member (#1027) in zone 6 in the 3rdquadrant.
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7.

Vtn = 85.1 m/sec
o

8.

Four chord members (#554, #555, #556, #557) in zone 3 in the 3rdquadrant.
Vtn ~ 85.4 m/sec

o

Two horizontal chord members (#941, #1073) in zone 6 in the 3rdquadrant,

o

Four chord members (#558, #561, #562, #563) in zone 3 in the 3rdquadrant.

9.

Vtn = 86.5 m/sec
o

10.

Four chord members (#580, #581, #582, #583) in zone 3 in the 2nd quadrant.
Vtn = 86.9 m/sec

o

One diagonal member (#297) in zone 6 in the 2nd quadrant,

o

One horizontal (#1088) chord member in zone 6 in the 3rdquadrant.

11.

Vtn = 87.2 m/sec
o

One chord member (#7) in zone 1 in the 2nd quadrant,

o

Tower collapses.
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Figure 3-9: Velocity-deflection curve in the X-direction at the top of the tower (F2 case
l:R=200m and 0=120°)
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Figure 3-10: Transmission tower failure under F2 loading (Case 1)
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3.9.2.2 Critical Case 2: (R=400 m and 0=90°)
The transmission line suffers from global instability when the tornado force reaches
216% of the total force associated with F2 tornado. The maximum tangential velocity
associated with such tornado is about 115 m/sec and is therefore less critical than case 1.
Up to 53 members are susceptible to local failure before global instability takes place.
The failure mechanism is initiated when the tangential velocity component reaches 83
m/sec. This failure mode is best described as the total collapse of the tower’s chord
members as well as partial collapse of its cross-arms. Figure 3-12 shows the tornado’s
tangential velocity component versus the tower’s top deflection in the longitudinal (along
Y-axis) and transverse (along X-axis) directions. The failure mode is described with
respect to the tangential velocity, Vtn:
1.

Vjn = 82.9 m/sec
o

2.

Upper chord member (#928) of the cross-arm in zone 5 in the 1st quadrant.
Vjn = 87.2 m/sec

o
3.

Upper chord member (#926) of the cross-arm in zone 5 in the 2nd quadrant.
Vjn = 89.3 m/sec

o
4.

Two chord members (#750, #752) in zone 4 in the 2nd quadrant.
Vtn = 92.9 m/sec

o

Four chord members (#580, #581, #582, #583) along the entire edge of zone
3 in the 2nd quadrant.

5.

Vjn = 95.8 m/sec
o

One chord member (#579) in the 2ndquadrant.
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6.

V tn = 97.1 m/sec

o

Five chord members (#574, #575, #576, #577, #578) along the entire edge of
zone 3 in the 2nd quadrant.

7.

Vtn = 97.4 m/sec
o

8.

Three chord members (# 1317, # 1318, # 1319) in zone 6 in the 1st quadrant.
V tn = 99.9 m/sec

o
9.

One chord member (#1042) in zone 6 in the 2nd quadrant.
Vtn = 101.1 m/sec

o
10.

Three chord members (#724, #725, #726) in zone 4 in the 4th quadrant.
Vtn “ 102.9 m/sec

o
11.

th

One chord member (#573) in zone 3 in the 4 quadrant.
Vtn = 103.8 m/sec

o

Five chord members (#568, #569, #570, #571, #572) in zone 3 in the 4th
quadrant.

12.

Vtn = 104.4 m/sec
o

One chord member (#1043) in zone 6 in the 2nd quadrant,

o

One chord member (#1270) in zone 6 in the 1st quadrant.

13.

Vtn = 104.9 m/sec
o

14.

One chord member (#567) in zone 3 in the 4thquadrant.
V tn = 106.4 m/sec

o
15.

th

One chord member (#722) in zone 4 in the 4 quadrant.
Vtn = 107.2 m/sec

o

Three chord members (#564, #565, #566) in zone 3 in the 4th quadrant.
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16.

Vtn = 107.5 m/sec
o

17.

One chord member (#723) in zone 4 in the 4th quadrant.
V jn = 110.0 m/sec

o
18.

Two chord members (#224, #225) in zone 5 in the 2nd quadrant.
V

o
19.

tn

~ 111.1 m/sec

One chord member (#751) in zone 4 in the 2nd quadrant.
Vtn = 111-7 m/sec

o
20.

One chord member (#88) in zone 1 in the 4th quadrant.
V

tn

= 112.0 m/sec

o

Two chord members (#9, #27) in zone 5 in the 2ndquadrant,

o

Two chord members (#894, #895) in zone 2 in the 4thquadrant.

21.

Vtn = 112.8 m/sec
o

Nine chord members (#900, #901, #902, #903, #893, #896, #897, #898,
#899) in zone 2 in the 4th quadrant.

22.

V

tn

= 114.6 m/sec

o

One chord member (#721) in zone 3 in the 3rdquadrant.

o

Tower collapses.
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Figure 3-11: Velocity-deflection curve in the X- and Y-directions at the top of the tower
(F2 case 2: R=400 m and 0=90°)
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Figure 3-12: Transmission tower failure under F2 loading (Case 2)
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3.10

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from the conducted study:
The first failure mode under F4 tornado is best described as the collapse of some
of the tower’s chord members. This mode is associated with a tornado located at
a distance R between 300 and 350 metres and at an angle of 300° from the centre
of the tower. The failure mechanism is initiated when the tornado’s tangential
velocity reaches 77 m/sec and total collapse is achieved when the tangential
velocity component reaches 85 m/sec. The tornado location associated with this
failure mechanism is expected to lead to high distributed load on the tower’s
members and high transverse concentrated loads due to the conductors. The
resulting moment leads to large axial forces in the chord members located in
zones 2 to 5.
The second failure mode under F4 tornado is initiated by the failure of the
tower’s cross-arm. This mode is associated with a tornado located at a distance
R between 400 and 450 metres and at an angle of 90° from the centre of the
tower. The failure is initiated when the tornado’s tangential velocity component
reaches 77m/sec.

Global failure is reached when the tangential velocity

component reaches 94m/sec. This failure mechanism is expected to be the result
of large unbalanced loads on the conductors and the ground wires on either side
of the tower. These forces lead to large compressive forces to develop in the
tower’s cross-arms, especially in the upper chord members.
The third failure mode under F4 tornado is best described as collapse of the
tower’s upper zones.

This mode is associated with a tornado located at a
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distance R of 250 metres and at an angle of 270° from the centre of the tower.
The failure is initiated when the tornado’s tangential velocity component reaches
78 m/sec. Global failure is reached when the tangential velocity component
reaches 88 m/sec.

The tornado configuration associated with this failure

mechanism is expected to cause a large straining action in the upper zones of the
tower due to large nodal forces and large concentrated cable loads.
The first failure mode under F2 tornado is similar to the third failure mode under
F4 tornado loading. This mode is associated with a tornado located at a distance
R of 200 metres and at an angle of 120° from the centre of the tower. The
failure is initiated when the tornado’s tangential velocity component reaches 77
m/sec. Global failure is reached when the tangential velocity component reaches
87 m/sec, equivalent to 125% of the total force associated with F2 tornadoes.
The second failure mode under F2 tornado is best described as the total
collapse of the tower’s chord members as well as partial collapse of its crossarms. This mode is associated with a tornado located at a distance R of 400
metres and at an angle of 90°.

The failure is initiated when the tornado’s

tangential velocity component reaches 83 m/sec. Global failure is reached when
the tangential velocity component reaches 115 m/sec, equivalent to 216% of the
total force associated with F2 tornadoes. Therefore, this failure mode is less
critical than the first failure mode under F2 tornado loading.

The tornado

location associated with this failure mechanism is expected to cause a bending
moment to develop due to the large unbalanced forces that act on the conductors
and ground wires, as is the case in the second failure mode under F4 tornado.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS

4.1

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The structural behaviour of self-supported transmission towers under tornado wind
loading is studied in the current thesis. A numerical procedure is developed and used to
study the structural performance of a self-supported transmission line belonging to
Manitoba Hydro. Three tornado wind fields are used in this study. The first is a threedimensional F4 tornado wind field.

This wind field is then averaged around the

circumference leading to a two dimensional F4 tornado wind field.

A procedure

developed previously is then used to scale down the three-dimensional F4 wind field to
lead to a three-dimensional F2 tornado wind field. The tornado wind fields used are
based on a previously developed Computational Fluid Dynamics analysis (CFD). The
tornado wind fields are then converted to nodal forces which are then applied to the
tower’s nodes.

A three-dimensional finite element model is developed for the

transmission line system. The model consists of five transmission towers (the middle
tower is taken to be the tower of interest), insulator strings, conductors as well as ground
wires. The model accounts for geometric nonlinearities associated with P-Delta effect.
The research conducted in this thesis involves the following phases:
Study the structural response of transmission line structures under loads
resulting from different tornado events by analyzing one self-supported
transmission line belonging to Manitoba Hydro. The numerical model described
above is used to perform an extensive parametric study consisting of a large
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number of analyses. For each wind field, each analysis corresponds to a specific
tornado location relative to the tower of interest.
Compare the results of the study to two sets of forces:
o

1) Due to normal wind loading when the tower was first designed,

o

2) Due to a simplified F2 tornado loading as recommended by a leading
international organization in electric power systems, Cigre.
Evaluate the sensitivity of the axial forces in the tower members under various
tornado locations.

A total of five members are selected for the sensitivity

analysis.
Study the progressive failure of self-supported transmission towers under
tornado wind loading.
The general conclusions pertaining to this research are presented below:
Both the intensity as well as the location of the tornado play a significant role in
determining the forces in the tower’s members therefore it is imperative to take
these factors into account conducting a parametric study when designing
transmission line structures.
The forces associated with F2 tornado events are significantly less than those
associated with F4 tornado events.

A very small number of the tower’s

members are susceptible to failure when subjected to F2 tornado.
The variation between the members’ axial forces for the F4 tornado wind fields
is not significant. However, this variation is more pronounced in the lower
members due to the tornado wind instability in that region which could only be
captured in the 3-D wind field.
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The majority of the critical tomado locations are the same under both the
axisymmetric F4 and the 3-D F4 tomado wind fields.
The F4 tornado responsible for the peak forces in the main body’s chord
members is located at a value R of 300 m and a value 0 of 300°.
The F4 tornado responsible for the peak forces in the cross-arms chord members
is located at a value 0 of 90° and at a distance R approximately equal to the
horizontal span of the transmission line.
Assuming that the diagonal members are rigidly connected to the chord
members leads to axial forces that are comparable to the forces obtained when
the diagonal members are simply connected.
For most of the selected members, the value of the yaw angle 0 describing the
critical F2 tornado location is the same as that describing the critical F4 tomado
location. However, the associated value of the distance R varies between the F2
and F4 tornadoes due to the variation of the vertical velocity profiles between
the two tornadoes.
The comparison between the axial forces associated with F2 tornado event,
Cigre simplified F2 tornado loading, and normal wind loading indicates:
o

Cigre loading underestimates the chord members’ tensile and compressive
forces in the lower parts of the tower, compared to the forces obtained from
the F2 tornado wind field.

o

Cigre loading overestimates the chord members’ tensile and compressive
forces in the upper parts of the tower near the cross-arms area, compared to
the forces obtained from the F2 tornado wind field.

Ill

o

The cross-arm’s upper chord member is subjected to high tensile stresses
under Cigre loading, unlike the case with F2 tornado wind field,

o

These discrepancies can be attributed to the failure containment provision
recommended in the Cigre document. The reason for this loading is the
assumption that a tornado could damage the conductors, which would then
subject the tower to large unbalanced loads.

In this study, the three-

dimensional tornado wind field used includes the fundamental unbalanced
wind condition associated with tornadoes. This eliminates the need for a
similar failure containment load case in order to subject the transmission line
to unbalanced loading.
The sensitivity analysis performed indicates that for two R values, the variation
of the members’ axial forces is more pronounced for the larger R value.
With the exception of the cross-arms’ upper chord members, for a constant 0
value, the variation of R does not affect the type of the axial force experienced
by the tower’s members.
The progressive failure study of the transmission line can be used to retrofit
existing towers economically by highlighting key members that are susceptible
to failure before a certain tornado wind speed is reached.
Initial buckling of the transmission tower is initiated at wind speed around 76
m/sec; regardless of the tornado’s type or location relative to the transmission
line.
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A comparison between the progressive failure mechanisms indicates that total
collapse of the tower of interest takes place at wind speeds between 85 m/sec to
95 m/sec.
4.2

RECOM M ENDATIONS FO R FUTURE RESEARCH

The thesis investigates the structural behaviour of a self-supported transmission line
system. For future research, the following investigations are suggested:
Conduct similar studies by considering the effect of different terrain exposures
as well as the grounds’ topography.
Conduct similar studies by considering the effect of two of more transmission
lines running next to each other (forming a transmission line corridor).
Conduct similar studies by incorporating different transmission tower types such
as dead-end towers and angled towers that are normally used to terminate the
line or change its direction.

